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Lycra Tinta Unita
Lycra bi-stretch plain



Lycra or spandex is usually used for sportswear and 
is common for women’s lingerie or underwear.

It is resistant to sunlight, sweat and detergents.
In addition, it withstands contact with chlorinated 
water and therefore used for swimwear.

Lycra is a synthetic 
!ber called elastane 
or spandex.

Lycra fabrics are 
famous for their 
elasticity, with an 
excellent recovery,
for this reason they 
do not lose their 
original shape.
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Maglia Lurex Madrid
Bi-stretch knitting Madrid



With its glitter e"ect it is very elegant in any 
circumstance. It is used to package: T-shirts, skirts, 
sheath dresses, trousers, clothes, top, swimwear.

Composition: Polyamide, Metallic Yarn, Spandex

#e bi-stretch knitting 
Madrid is a fabric 
produced with circular 
looms and has a high 
elasticity thanks to the 
use of spandex yarn in its 
weaving process.
With its characteristics 
it can be perfectly 
adapted to the various 
body shapes, giving 
the garment style and 
comfort once worn.
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Tulle Paillettes YA 327
Embroidered tulle YA 327



In addition to ballerina tutus and wedding dresses, 
it is also used in formal dresses or details such as 
sleeves, ru$es and petticoats.

Tulle is also o%en used in lingerie, due to the fact 
that it balances transparency and sensuality.

Tulle is a lightweight 
fabric made of 
threads of silk, 
cotton or synthetic 
materials, as nylon.

It features elasticity 
and, depending on 
its strength, allows 
for di"erent types of 
delicate embroidery.
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Velluto Paillettes Desirée
Velvet spandex paillettes Desirée



With its generous sequins, this fabric is mainly used 
for dance and show wears as well as swimwear and 
summer coats.

So% and elegant, 
velvet is one of the 
best known fabrics in 
the world.

In this case it is 
presented with very 
large sequins and 
a more generous 
weight to enrich the 
fabric.
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Tulle Paillettes NEA 006
Embroidered tulle NEA 006
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With its generous sequins, this fabric is mainly used 
for dance and show wear as well as swimwear and 
summer coats.

Tulle is a lightweight 
fabric made of 
threads of silk, 
cotton or synthetic 
materials, as nylon.

In this case it is 
proposed with large 
sequins to enrich its 
yield



Velluto Sabor Stardust
Velvet sabor stardust glitter



Velvet immediately gives elegance to those who 
wear it.
Its uses are many but it is certainly best used in the 
most elegant garments.

Some uses are: swimwear, elegant skirts, full dresses.

So% and elegant, 
velvet is one of the 
best known fabrics.

It is proposed here 
in its synthetic 
variant with glitter 
which enriches the 
exclusivity of this 
elegant fabric.
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Velluto Sabor Unito
Velvet plain sabor



Velvet immediately gives elegance to those who 
wear it.
Its uses are many but it is certainly best used in the 
most elegant garments.

Some uses are: swimwear, elegant skirts, full dresses.

So% and elegant, 
velvet is one of the 
best known fabrics in 
the world.

Heavy and robust 
with a shiny 
coat, does not go 
unnoticed. It is a 
re!ned and elegant 
fabric.
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Spreading beauty, protecting quality

Our yarns are the result of a constant 
research and selection process. We face this chal-
lenge every day, aware that only through constant 
improvement we can offer a quality product that 
is always contemporary.

All our products are designed and 
manufactured to combine high technical perfor-
mance with modern textures and 
colors, capable of responding to every need for 
use and style.

Dedicated to you

Our catalog is the result of constant research and 
selection. From dance schools, to theater 
companies, from factories to small fashion houses, 
for years we have been the reliable partner for 
those looking for quality products, with fresh and 
modern lines.

With the new website we want to be even closer 
to our customers. A space where you can explore 
the proposals, discover new fabrics and order in a 
few clicks.
Whether it is a small supply or a large volume, 
today it is easier to choose and receive the quality 
of our products directly at home.

www.gruppocozzolino.com

http://www.gruppocozzolino.com


For 20 years on stage with us

A theatrical gesture, the vaulting of a dancer, refined details
and functional materials. We create products that are able 
to adapt in a unique way to the most varied needs , this is
only possible thanks to the in-depth knowledge of the sec-
tors we collaborate with. 

A constant work in partnership with our customers, which 
has made us valuable 
consultants in choosing the right materials for all applica-
tions.

We work every day to define new development directions, 
both stylistic and technological. We are observers and inno-
vators, constantly looking for the new and the most effi-
cient, only in this way can we pave the way to offer the best 
to our customers.

You just have to follow us on social networks to stay 
in touch with us and receive the latest updates of 

our fantastic products!

https://www.facebook.com/CozzolinoGroup/
https://www.facebook.com/CozzolinoGroup/
https://www.instagram.com/gruppocozzolino/
https://www.instagram.com/gruppocozzolino/



